Listings are alphabetical by title within Dewey Decimal classification. Each listing includes: title of comic book (some titles may be briefed); number of issue if part of a series; publisher; year of publication; format (H=hardcover, C+=larger than standard comic book; C-=smaller than standard comic book; PBK= paperback book; G=graphic novel; all others are standard-sized soft-cover comic books); P=primary source (part of Davidson collection); S=secondary source (culled from other lists). A few comics printed outside the U.S. are included; country of origin is shown when applicable. Since a full section of the Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide is devoted to Special Purpose (or Promotional) comics, these therefore are not included here. Price Guide also lists many Educational comics, but since they are not identified as such by P.G., it is difficult to locate the information. Still, P.G. may have additional facts about a specific title in this list. A primary source is Univ. of Florida, George Smathers Libraries, which house many sections of The Davidson Comics Collection. See UFL's "ImageText" internet site for a parallel list of these Educational Comics.

030–Encyclopedias


It Really Happened, Wm. H. Wise, #1-11, 1944-47, P.

Picture Parade/Picture Progress: #1-20, Gilberton Co., 1953-5, P.  

Picture World Encyclopedia: Vols. 1-12, PWE, Inc. (Rinso Premium), 1959, P. A-B, C-D, etc. to X-Y-Z.

Real Fact, Nat'l Periodical Publ., #1-21, 1946-49, S.

Real Heroes, Parents Mag. Institute, #1-16, 1941-46, P.

Real Life Comics, Nedor/Standard/Pictorial Mag., #1-59, 1941-52, S. Issues emphasize athletes and movie star biographies: Many A-bomb references.

Treasure Chest, Catholic Guild, Geo. A. Pflaum, 1946-72, Vol. 1#1 to Vol. 27 #8, P/S. Mostly religion, but many secular subjects covered in each issue—athletics, U.S. history, biological science, physical science, etc.
True Comics, Parents’ Mag. Press, #1-84, 1941-50, P; also new #1, 1965, P. All issues cover so many subjects that together they constitute an encyclopedia. To a lesser degree Real Fact and Picture News do the same.

World Around Us, The: #1-36 (U.S.), Gilberton Co., 1958-61, plus 8 British issues, P. 1, Dogs; 2, Indians; 3, Horses; 4, Railroads; 5, Space; 6, FBI; 7, Pirates; 8, Flight; 9, Army; 10, Navy; 11, Marines; 12, Coast Guard; 13, Air Force; 14, French Rev.; 15, Prehistoric Animals; 16, Crusades; 17, Festivals; 18, Scientists; 19, Jungle; 20, Communications; 21, Presidents; 22, Boating; 23, Explorers; 24, Ghosts; 25, Magic; 26, Civil War; 27, Mountains; 28, Whaling; 29, Vikings; 30, Undersea; 31, Hunting; 32, Explorers; 33, Famous Teens; 34, Fishing; 35, Spies; 36, Medicine; 528, The Sea, etc. (England).

Freud for Beginners: Pantheon Books, 1979, C-, P.

Happiness is a Sad Song, Determined Productions, 1967, H, C-, P. (Schulz)

Happiness is a Warm Puppy, Determined Prod., 1962, H, C-, P. (Schulz)

I Need All the Friends I Can Get, Determined Prod., 1964, H, C-, P. (Schulz)

Linus on Life, Hallmark, 1967?, H, C-, S. (Schulz)

Love is Walking Hand in Hand, Determined Prod., 1965, H, C-, P. (Schulz)

Lucy Looks at Life, Hallmark, 1967, H, C-, P. (Schulz)

Meditations of Linus, The, Hallmark, 1967, H, C-, P. (Schulz)

Security is a Thumb and a Blanket, Determined Prod., 1963, H, C-, P. (Schulz)

Snoopy’s Philosophy, Hallmark, no date, H, C-, S. (Schulz)

Wisdom of Charlie Brown, The, Hallmark, no date, H, C-, P. (Schulz)

Wit and Wisdom of Snoopy, The, Hallmark, 1967, H, C-, P. (Schulz)


200-Religion
Adam & Eve, Fleming H. Revell Co. (Spire Christian Comics), 1975, 1978, S.
Alberto, J.T. Chick Publ., 1982, S.
Amazing Saints, Logos Int'l., 1974, S.
Angel of Light, J.T. Chick, Publ., 1979, S.
Archie's Clean Slate, Spire, 1973, S.
Archie's Date Book, Spire, 1981, S.
Archie's Festival, Spire, 1980, S.
Archie's Love Scene, Spire, 1973, S.
Archie's One Way, Spire, 1972, S.
Archie's Parables, Spire, 1973, 1975, P.
Archie's Roller Coaster, Spire, 1981, S.
Archie's Something Else, Spire, 1975, P.
Archie's Sonshine, Spire, 1973, 1974, S.
Archie's Sports Scene, Spire, 1983, S.
Ark, The, Chick Publ., 1979, S.
Assignment, The, Chick Publ., year?, S.
Attack!, Spire, 1975, P.
Ben Israel, Logos Int'l., 1974, S.
Bible Adventures, International Sunday School Weekly Lesson, 1952 etc. for many years Publ. Unknown, P.
Bible Tales for Young Folk/Young People, Official Magazine Corp. (Atlas), 1-5, 1953-4, P.
Christian Cartoons, Catholic Publ., 1-13, Vol.2#1-10, Vol.3#1-10, 1946-49, P/S.
Christian Heroes of Today, David Cook Publ., 1964, S.
Christmas Treasury, A, Dell, 1954, P.
Christmas with Archie, Spire, 1973, 1974, S.
Creator or Liar, Chick Publ., year?, S.
Cross & the Switchblade, The, Spire, 1972, P.
Cross Comic Books, Philip Williams, 1999-2004, S.
Big Betrayal, Chick Publ., 1981, S.
Big Book of Martyrs, The, Factoid Press (Catholic), year?, C+, S.
Big Daddy?, Chick Publ., 1972, C-, P.
Blasts from the Ram's Horn, Ram's Horn Co., 1902, S.
Broken Cross, The, Chick Publ., 1974, S.
Cartoon History of the Universe, Vol.4, part of the Old Testament, Rip Off Press, 1979, (Larry Gonick), P.
Catholic Comics, Catholic Publ., 1-13, Vol.2#1-10, Vol.3#1-10, 1946-49, P/S.
Catholic Pictorial, Catholic Guild, 1947, S.
Big Daddy, Chick Publ., 1972, C-, P.
Byrd, J.T. Chick Publ., 1979, S.
Chosen, Dark Horse Comics, 2004, #1-3, S.
David and Goliath, Dell #1205 (Movie), 1961, P.
Double Cross, Chick, year?, S.
Do You Know How To Get to Heaven from Here?, American Tract Society, 1944, P.
Enchanter, The, Chick Publ., year?, S. (Re: Joseph Smith, Mormon).
Escape, Chick, year?, C-, S.

200-Religion (cont’d.)
Exorcists, Chick, year?, S.
First Americans, The, Herald Publ. House, (pre-1947), (Book of Mormon), P.
First Christmas, Fiction House, 1953, C+, S.
Fool, The, Chick, 1971, C-, P.
Force, The, Chick, year?, S.
Four Horsemen, The, Chick, year?, S.
Genesis 5, #1, (Guardian), Amistad Publ., 2006, P.
Gift, The, Chick, 1977, P.
Godfathers, The, Chick, year?, S.
God’s Smuggler, Chick, 1972, S.
Golem, The, Marvel Comics (Strange Tales #174), 1974, P.
Happiness and Healing for You, (Oral Roberts), Commercial Comics Co., 1955, S. (Story of Adam and Eve.)
Hiding Place, The, Chick, year?, P.
Holy Joe, Chick, 1972, C-, P.
It Really Happened, W.H. Wise & Co., 1944, P.
	#1): Gautama Buddha; #6): Joan of Arc
Joan of Arc, Magazine Enterprises, 1949, P. (Based on Ingrid Bergman movie.)
Joan of Arc, The, World Around Us, #33, Gilberton Co. 1961, P.
Joe and Max, (Guardian), Amistad Publ., 2006, S.
Judge, The, American Tract Society, 1988, C-, P.
King of Kings, Dell #1236 Movie, 1961, P.
King of Kings, From Genesis to Revelation, Chick Publ., 1980, S.
Life of Pope John Paul II, Marvel, 1982, P.
Lion Graphic Bible, The, Lion Hudson, Plc. (England), 2006, S. (Painted illustrations.)
Living Bible, The, 1-3, Living Bible Corp., 1945-6, P. S(#3).
Love the Jewish People, Chick Publ., 1998, C-, P.
Mad Morality, The, Abingdon Press, 1970, C+, P.
Manga Bible, The, From Genesis to Revelation, Galilee Trade Publ., year?, S.
Manga Messiah, The, Gospels, JMG Comics, 2008, S.
Martin Luther King, Academic Industries, 1984, C-(PBK), #B-10, P.
Men of Battle, Catechetical Guild, 1943, H, Topix reprints from Vol. 1, S.
Mendy and the Golem, Vol.1#1-6, Vol.2#1-4, 1971-2, C+, P.
Moses and the Ten Commandments, Dell Giant, 1957, P.
Mother Teresa of Calcutta, Marvel Comics, 1984, S.
New Men of Battle, The, Catechetical Guild, 1949, cardboard covers, Topix reprints, from Vol. 8., S.
Operation Bucharest, Chick Publ., 1974, S.

---

200-Religion (cont’d.)
Our Bible in Pictures, David C. Cook Weekly, (Pix), (Sunday Pix) 1949-on, S. (P for a few 1960 issues).
Longest running U.S. comic book: 3,000 issues so far; format features more text, fewer comics 1990's on.
Padre Pio, Pauline Press, 2003, S.
Parables of Peanuts, The, Harper & Row, 1968, C-, P.
Paul, Spire, 1978, S.
Picture Bible, The, (Iva Hoth), David Cook, 1998, C-, H, Deluxe and paperback editions, S.
Picture Parade of Jewish History, Shengold Publ., 1963, H, C+, P.
Picture Stories from the Bible, Bible Pictures, Inc. (England), 1943, Complete Old Testament, H, P.
Picture Stories from the Bible, Bible Pictures, Inc.

Two-by-Fours, Warner Press, 1965, (Charles Schulz), H, C-, P.

Warrior Gang Series, Worldwide Evangel. Crusade, Orig. In 1956, C-, S. (England). Series of ten– 1960-69. William the Warrior; Tory and Tina– the Twins; Warrior Gang in Action; More About Tory and Tina; Tory and Tina Again; Tory, Tina and the Warrior Gang; Dick and His Dad; Raj and Rani; Mary’s New Friends; Alan’s Adventures.

What Was Bugging Ol’ Pharoah?, Warner Press, 1964 (Charles Schulz), C-, Paperback, P.


World Around Us, The: The Crusades(#16), Gilberton Co., 1959, P.

World is His Parrish: Pope Pius XII, Pflaum, 1953, S.

Jack T. Chick publications included here are only a portion of the available titles. Scores of these tracts and comics are available on special order from the company. Many Chick publications are controversial.
Adventure is My Career, Street & Smith, 1945, P. U.S. Coast Guard.

Adventures of the Kidd, Louisiana Navy War Memorial Commission, 1985, P. World war & Korea action by the U.S.S. Kidd, now moored at Baton Rouge.

Air Ace, Street & Smith, 1944-47, Vol. 2#1-Vo.3 #8, S. P (6 issues).


Air War Stories, Dell, 1964-66, 8 issues, S, P: #3.

Alexander the Great, Dell Movie Classic 688, 1956, P.


All Quiet on the Western Front, Classics Illustrated #95, Gilberton Co., 1952, P. (WW I)

America Air Forces, Wm.H. Wise, 1944-45, 12 issues, S. #3– P. (Comics + text)

America in Action, Dell/Mayflower House, 1942, 1945, S.


A Sort of a Saga, Bantam, 1950, C-, Pbk., Wm. Mauldin, P.

Aviation Adventures & Model Building, (formerly True Aviation), Parents Mag. Instrn., 1946-7, #16, #17, S.

Aviation Cadets, Street & Smith, 1943, S.

Back Home, Wm. Sloane, 1947, H. (Cartoons & text.) (Wm. Mauldin) P.

Battle, Marvel/Atlas, 1951-1960, C-, #1-70, S. (Occasional true-life references.)


Battle of the Bulge, Dell Movie Comics, 1966, P. (Tank supply strategy.)


Blue Phantom, The, Dell, 1962, P. Civil War.

Cadet Gray of West Point, Dell Giant, 1958, P.

Caesar’s Conquests, Gilberton Co., Classic Illus. #130, 1956, P. (Caesar conquers Gaul.)

Castle Dangerous, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #141, 1957, P. (Scots vs. England.)

Cartoons of Our War with Spain, Frederick Stokes Co., 1898, C+, S.

Cavalry Cartoons, R. Montalboddi, c1918, C+, S. (World War I from cavalry viewpoint.)


Combat Zone; True Tales of GIs in Iraq, Marvel, 2005, H, S.

Combined Operations, The Story of the Commandos, Gilberton, 1943, C+, P. (Text, photos, illus.)

Conqueror, The, Dell Movie Classic 690, 1956, P.

Conquest of Mexico, The, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #156, 1960, P. (Cortez.)

Cossack Chief, The, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #164, 1961, P. (Taras Bulba vs. Poles.)

Crisis, The, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #145, 1958, P. (Winston Churchill’s look at U.S. Civil War.)

Custer’s Last Fight, Avon, 1950, P.

Drummer Boy at Gettysburg, Eastern National Park & Monument Ass'n., 1976, S.

DMZ, DC Comics, 2006, S. "A look at the war without end."

Eisenhower, Dwight D., Dell, 1969, P.

Enemy Ace, War in Heaven, DC Comics, 2001, P. #1-2. (Realistic situations.)


Fifty-five Days at Peking, KK Publ., 1963, P. (Boxer rebellion in China, based on movie.)

Fightin' Navy, (formerly Don Winslow), Charlton, 1956-1984, S. (Occasional historic situations.)

Flying Aces, Key Publ., 1955-6, S. #1-5.

G.I. Joe, At least 5 other companies, some with issues running into 2008. (Occasional realistic situations.)

Grenada, Commercial Comics Corp., 1983, S. CIA air drop over Grenada. (Special Purpose Comic.)

Guerilla War, (formerly Jungle War Stories), Dell, 1965-66, S (3 issues).

Halt Friends! And

Hello Buddy, Publ. unknown, c1919, C-, ("Comics of War Facts of Service, Sold on Its Merits by Unemployed or Disabled Ex-Service Men.")

Helen of Troy, Dell Movie Classic #684, 1956, P. (Troy vs. Sparta.)

Horse Soldiers, The, Dell Movie Classic #1048, 1959, P. (Story of Cavalry raid in Civil War.)

Iliad, The, Marvel Classics #6, 1977, P.

Iliad, The, Pocket Classics (Academic Industries/Pendulum Press), 1984, C-, Pbk., P.


In Freedom's Cause, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #168, 1962, P. (Scotland vs. England.)

In the Reign of Terror, Gilberton Co., 1957, #139, P. (French Revolution.)

Iron Horse Goes to War, Ass'n. Of American Railroads, 1960, S. (Spec. Purpose Comic.)

Iwo Jima, Spectacular Features Magazine #2, Fox Features, 1950, P.

Jerry Drummer, Boy Hero of Revolutionary War, Charlton, 1957, P.
John Paul Jones, Dell Movie Comic 1007, 1959, P. (Revolutionary War.)
Jungle War Stories, Dell, 1962-65, S. #1-11 (becomes Guerilla War #12 on).
King Richard and the Crusaders, Dell Movie Comic 588, 1954, P.
Lion of Sparta, Dell Movie Classic, 1962, P.
Lion of the North, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus.#155, 1960, P. (Scots in the 30-Year War.)
Marines in Battle, Atlas, 1954-58, #1-25, S.
Military Courtesy, Harvey Publ., no date shown, S. (Saluting rules.)
Nam, The, Marvel Comics, 1986-93, S., (Real life mixed with fiction.)
‘Nam Magazine, Marvel, 1988-89. (Reprints of The Nam comics.)
Navy History & Traditions, Stokes Walesby Co./Dept. of Navy, 1958-61, (8 issues), P.: 5 issues
Following titles have occasional historical references amidst the fiction:
Navy Action, Atlas Comics, 1954-56, #1-18, S.
Navy Tales, Atlas Comics, 1957, #1-4, S.
Navy Task Force, Stanmor Publ./Aragon, 1954-56, #1-8, S.
None But the Brave, Dell Movie Classic, 1965, P. (Based on war in So. Pacific.)
No Sleep 'Till Dawn, Dell Movie Classic #831, 1957, P. (Story of B-52 bombers.)
Operation Bikini, Dell Movie Classic, 1963, P. (Sub, demolition warfare.)
Operation Crossbow, Dell Movie Classic, 1965, P. (Sabotaging Germany's V1 & V2 rockets.)
P.T. 109, K.K. Publ., 1964, P. (JFK's exploits in WW II, based on movie.)
Operation Secret, Publ? Year? P. (O.S.S. in WW II.)
Old Ironsides, Dell 874, P. (War of 1812 based on Disney movie.)
Picture Progress, Gilberton Co., 1954, Vol.1 #5 (1953 in Review), P. (Korean Truce discussed.)
Pride and the Passion, The, Dell Movie Classic #824, 1957, P. (Spanish cannon vs. France.)
P.S.: Preventive Maintenance Monthly Magazine, American Visuals Corp. (Will Eisner) for U.S. Army, 1951-1972, C- (digest size), P. Though a Special Purpose comic, it is not shown often in

more

350– Military & Warfare (cont.)
Navy Heroes, Almanac Publ. Co., 1945, P.
other lists; we call attention here to Eisner's large body of work for the U.S. Military. Example: M16A1 Rifle, Operation and Maintenance was distributed to every U.S. combat soldier in Viet Nam.


Real Life Comics, Nedor/Better/Standard Publ., 1941-52, (#1-59), S. (Occasional real life war references.)


Red Badge of Courage, Fawcett, 1951, Motion Picture Comics #105, P. (Civil War.) Also Classics Illustrated


Reg’lar Fellers in the Army, Van Halen, 1943, H, C+, P

Reg’lar Fellers in the Navy, Van Halen, 1943, H, C+, P

Remember Pearl Harbor, Street & Smith, 1942, P.

Richard the Lion-Hearted, Ideal/Timely Comics, 1948, P. (English King in Crusades.)

Ripley's Believe It or Not: True War Stories, Gold Key, 1965, #5-etc., P.

Rob Roy, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus.#118, 1954, P. (Scots vs. English.)

Rosen Publ.: (Osprey Publ. in U.K.)

Graphic Civil War Battles:

Battle of Antietam: The Bloodiest Day of Battle, 2006, Larry Hama, S.

350–Military & Warfare

(cont.)


Battle of Gettysburg: Spilled Blood on Sacred Ground, 2006, Dan Abnett, S.

Battle of Shiloh: Surprise Attack!, 2007, Larry Hama, S.

Battle of the Wilderness: Deadly Inferno, 2006, Dan Abnett, S.

Monitor vs the Merrimack: Ironclads at War, 2007, Dan Abnett, S.

Graphic Battles of World War II:

Battle of the Bulge: Turning Back Hitler's Final Push, 2008, Bill Cain, S.

Battle of Guadalcanal: Land and Sea Warfare in the Pacific, 2007, Larry Hama, S.

Battle of Midway: The Destruction of the Japanese Fleet, 2007, Steve White, S.
D-Day: The Liberation of Europe Begins, 2008, Doug Murray, S.
Pearl Harbor: Day of Infamy, 2007, Steve White, S.

Rosen Graphic Non-Fiction:
Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War, 2007, Dan Abnett, S.
George Washington and the American Revolution, 2007, Dan Abnett, S.
Julius Caesar: The Life of a Roman General, 2005, Gary Jeffrey & Kate Perry, P.

Rosen Publ. products cost more than general run of comics but include classroom aids such as glossary, maps, etc.

Rough Rider, The, Gilberton Co., 1957, Classics Illustrated Special #141A, P. (Teddy Roosevelt.)
Scottish Chiefs, The, Classics Illustrated #67, Gilberton Co., 1950, P. (Scotland Independence.)
Seventy-Seventh Bengal Lancers, The, Dell Movie 791, 1957, P. (British in India.)
Spartacus, Dell Movie #1139, 1960, P. (Slave vs. Roman Legions.)
Star-Spangled War Stories, Nat'l. Periodical Publ., 1952-77, 131-204, S. (Becomes Unknown Soldier #205-on, but Unkn. Soldier began in #151.) (Occasional realistic references.)
Teddy Roosevelt and His Rough Riders, Avon, 1950, P. (The Battle of San Juan Hill.)

Ten Tall Men, Fawcett Movie Comic #16, 1952, P. (French Foreign Legion in Sahara.)
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo, David McKay, (American Library #1), 1943,P.
True Aviation Picture Stories, Parents Mag. Inst., 1942-46, #1-15, P.
True Comics, Parents Mag. Press, 1941-50, #1-84, also 1965 #1, p. Virtually every issue has some military reference, e.g. #1, “First Naval Submarine,” or a war biography; #11 General Douglas MacArthur; #38 General Omar Bradley, etc.)
True Comics and Adventure Stories, Parents Mag. Inst., 1965, #1 Fighting Hero of Viet Nam, S.
Under Two Flags, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #86, 1961. P.
United States Fighting Air Force, Superior Comics Ltd., 1952-56, #1-29, S.
U.S. Fighting Men, Super Comics, 1963-64, S. (Reprints With the U.S. Paratroops, U.S. Fighting Air Force, etc.)

more

350– Military & Warfare (cont.)
Vietnam Journal: Valley of Death, Apple, #1-2, S.
Vikings, The, Dell Movie Classics #910, 1958, P. (Eric the Dane conquers England.)
Wally– His Cartoons of the A.E.F., Stars and Stripes, 1917 (S), 1919 (P), H, C+.
Walt Disney’s Great Locomotive Chase, Dell Movie #712, 1956, P. (U.S. Civil War.)
War Between the States, The, Gilberton Co., 1962, Classics Illustrated Special Issue #162A, P.
War Comics, Dell, 1940-41, #1-4, S.
War Comics, Marvel/Atlas, 1950-57, #1-49, S. (Occasional realism, e.g., Valley Forge in #26.)
War in the Midst of America From a New Point of View, Ackerman & Co., 1864, H, C-, S. (U.S. Civil War from a British viewpoint.)
Warfront, Harvey, 1951-67, S. (Occasional realistic references.)
War Heroes, Dell, 1942-45, #1-11, 8 issues: P.
War Heroes, Charlton, 1953-67, #1-127, S. (J.F.K, etc.)
War Ships, Dell, 1942, C+, S. (Photos, drawings of U.S. war ships.)
War Victory Adventures (War Victory Comics), U.S. Treasury/Harvey, 1942-44, P. (Special Purpose Comic to promote war bonds.)
Waterloo, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus.#135, 1961, P. (Napoleon loses.)
We’re not Heroes, Wells and Moss, 1933, S. (World War I Vets in Vets Hospital.)

William Tell, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus.#101, 1952, P. (Fight for Swiss freedom.)
Wingate’s Raiders, David McKay (American Library), 1944, C+, S.
Wings of the Eagles, The, Dell Movie 790, 1957, P. (The start of Navy air power.)
With Fire and Sword, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #146, 1958, P. (Cossacks vs. Poles.)
Won by the Sword, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus.#151, 1954, P. (France vs. Austria/Spain.)
World Around Us, The, Gilberton 1958-61, #9– U.S. Army, #10–U.S. Navy, #11–Marine Corps, #12– Coast Guard, #13–Air Force, #26–Civil War, #30– Undersea Adventures, #33–Famous Teens (in war), P. Also see “Serials,” in numerous issues (D-Day, Battle of Tours, etc.)
World Illustrated: The Sea#528, Thorpe and Porter, Ltd., U.K., c 1960’s (Battle of Midway, etc.), P. (T&P also reprints other issues of “World Around Us.”)
World War II, Gilberton Co., 1962, Classics Illustrated Special Issue #166A, P.
530– Physical Science
Adventures in Science, Gilberton Co., Classics Illustrated Special #138A, 1957, P.
Alexander Graham Bell, Academic Industries, 1984, C- (PBK), #B-18, S.
Atomic Age, The, Gilberton Co., Classics Illustrated Special #156A, 1960, P.
Candide in China, Larry Gonick on WWW, 1996, 14-Vol. series on Chinese Inventions, S.
Charlie Brown’s ‘Cyclopedia, Vol.7: Space, Funk and Wagnalls, 1980, S.
Vol.15: Electricity, S.
Einstein for Beginners, Pantheon Books, 1980, C-, also H edition, S.
Future World Comics, George Dougherty, 1946, 1-2, P. (Fact & fiction.)
I Aim at the Stars, Dell Movie Classic #1148, 1960, Movie biography of Wernher von Braun, P.
It Really Happened, W.H. Wise & Co., 1944-47,
#1-11, P. #5, Rockets to the Moon; #6, Jet Propulsion; #7, The Story of the Helicopter; #8, The Bailey Bridge.
Madame Curie, Academic Industries, 1984,C- (PBK), #B-15, P.
Marvels of Science, Charlton, 1946, #1-4, P.
Men Into Space, Dell #1083, 1960, based on TV version of landing men on the moon.
Picture Parade, Vol.1#1, Gilberton Co., 1953, P.
Vol.1#7, Four Seasons, 1953, P.; Vol.2#1, Flight, 1954, P.
Real Life Comics, Nedore/Standard/etc., 1941-52, S. #17, Albert Einstein.
Rockets, Jets and Missiles, Gilberton Co., Classics Illustrated Special #159A, 1960, P.
Science Comics, Export Publ., 1951, P. (Electric eye, man on the moon, etc.)
Science Comics, Humor Publ., 1946, #1-5, P. (Atom Bomb, Wireless, Radar, etc.)
Telling Tommy...About Famous Inventors, Cupples & Leon Co., 1942, H, C-, P. (Archimedes, Galileo, 39 others.)
Thomas Edison, Academic Industries, 1984, C- (PBK), #B-17, P.
To the Stars!, Gilberton Co., Classics Illustrated Special #165A, 1961, P. (What lies beyond our own planetary system?)
Treasure Chest, Catholic Guild, Geo. A. Pflaum, 1946-72, Vol. 1#1–Vol.27#8. Mostly religion but many issues have brief stories on mechanics, occupations, physical phenomena, etc.
True Comics, Parents Mag. Press, 1941-50, #1-84, P. #8, Queen of the Hurricanes, Elsie MacGill; #9, Conquering Mine Explosions; #9, 10, Safer Parachutes; #10, Inventor of the Telegraph (Morse); #11, Thomas Edison; #12, The Electric Light Bulb; #19, Airplanes' Radio Beam; #21, Gliders; #22, Parachutes; #28, Radar; #34, Black Gold (Oil); #38, Weather to Order; #47, Rayon–Man-made miracle (later Spec. Purpose comics; #47, First Telescope; Atomic Bomb; #52, Diesel; #57, Telling Time (becomes Spec. Purpose comic); #59, Canning; #67, Rockets & Jets (fuels); #80, A Trip to the Moon (1948); #81, Archeologist Roy Chapman Andrews.

530– Physical Science, cont.
Walt Disney’s Donald and the Wheel, Dell #1190, 1961, P. (Imaginative, lucid explanation of the ubiquitous wheel; based on the animated movie.)
W.D.’s Donald in Mathmagic Land, Dell #1051, #1198, 1959, P. (Based on the animated movie.) W.D.’s Man in Flight, Dell #836, 1957, P. (History of flight.)
W.D.’s Man in Space, Dell #716, 1956, P. (A Science Feature from Tomorrowland.)
W.D.’s Man in Space: Satellites, Dell #954, 1958, P. (Explorer, Vanguard, Sputnick.)
W.D.’s Mars and Beyond, Dell #866, 1957, P. (Life on other worlds?)
570– Biological Science
Animal World, Dell #713, 1956, P. (Based on movie.)
Charlie Brown's 'Cyclopedia, Funk and Wagnall's, 1980, C+, P
Vol. 1: Your Body, P.
Vol. 2: Animals, S.
Vol. 3: More Animals, S.
Fantastic Voyage, Gold Key movie comics, 1967, P. (Travel through the human body.)
Freud for Beginners, Pantheon Books, 1979, C., P. (Also H. Edition?)
It Really Happened, W.H. Wise & Co., 1944-47, #1-11, P. #3, Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews of Asia; #4, Naturalist Arthur Coveridge; #5, Story of Whaling, Jean Fabre (Entomology, etc.); #7, John James Audubon; #11: Marie Curie.
Lowell Thomas' High Adventure, Dell #1001, 1959, P. (Aussie, Africa nature.)
Mark Trail's Adventure Book of Nature, Pines Comics, 1958, P. (Reprints of newspaper one-page nature studies.)
Marlin Perkins’ Zoo Parade, Dell #662, 1955, P. (Gators, echidnas, etc.)
Marvels of Science, Charlton, 1946, #1-4, P. (Plants, drugs, insects, tests.)
Picture Stories from Science, E.C., 1947, P. #1 Men vs. Bends; Wealth from Water; #2, Food; germs, bacteria, etc.
Prehistoric World, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #167A, 1962, P. (Evolution, races of man, etc.)
Real Heroes, Parents Mag. Press, P. #9, Zoo Hunter Floyd Tangier-Smith, 1943; #11, Fossils and Edward Cope, 1943.
Science Comics, Humor Publ. 1946, #1-5, P. (Penicillin, Yellow Fever, ants, etc.)
Science Comics, Export Publ., 1951, P. (Bats’ radar, etc.)
Telling Tommy...About Famous Inventors, Cupples & Leon Co. 1942, H, C-, P. (Stethoscope, bronchoscope.)
Treasure Chest, Catholic Guild, Geo. A. Pflaum, “Nature Notes” in many issues, e.g., Vol. 15#1 (1989), P, Beaks of Birds; Vol. 5#2 (1959), P. The Biggest Animals and Horns Aplenty (deer, caribou, etc.)
Treasury of Horses, A, Dell, 1955, P.
Treasury of Dogs, A, Dell, 1956, P.
True Animal Picture Stories, True Comics Press, 1947, #1-2, P.
True Comics, Parents Institute/Parents Mag. Press, 1941-50, P. #2, Luther Burbank, Wizard of Nature; #12, Su Lin and the Giant Panda; #16, Henry Bergh–founder of SPCA; #23, Underwater Exploration; #28, George Washington Carver; #31, American Eagle; #38, There Are No Master Races; #40, Nature’s Airmen—Birds; #58, Grace Olive Wiley, Herpetologist; #82, Wolves (text story). Following are from Disney nature films: Walt Disney's African Lion, Dell #665, 1955, P.
W.D.'s Bear Country, Dell 4C#758, 1956, P.
W.D.'s Beaver Valley, Dell 4C#625, 1955, P.
W.D.'s Great Cat Family, Dell 4C #750, 1955, P.
W.D.'s Jungle Cat, Dell 4C#1136, 1960, P.
W.D.'s Legend of Lobo, Gold Key, 1962, P.
W.D.'s Nature of Things, Dell #727, 1956, P.
W.D.'s Nature of Things, Dell #842, 1957, P. (Different animals than #727.)
W.D.'s Perri, Dell #847, 1958, P. (Life of a squirrel.)
W.D.'s Secrets of Life, Dell #749, 1946, P.
W.D.'s Vanishing Prairie, Dell, 1954, S.

570- Biological Science, cont.
W.D.'s Water Birds and the Olympic Elk, Dell #700, 1956, P.
W.D.'s White Wilderness, Dell #943, 1958, S. (Disney movie about polar bears, seals, lemmings.)
Wild Animals I Have Known, Gilberton Co., Classics Illus. #152, 1959, P. (Lobo and others.)
World Around Us, The, Gilberton Co. #1-36:
World Illustrated, The: The Sea, #528, Thorpe and Porter, Ltd., U.K., S. (This series also reprints other issues of World Around Us.)
610-Medicine


Comics Digest #1, Parents' Institute, 1942-3, C-, S. Australia's Flying Doctors.

Freud for Beginners, Pantheon Books, 1979, P.

It Really Happened, W.H. Wise & Co., 1944-47,
#1-11, P.
#4 (1944): Dr. David Livingston biog., P.
#6 (1946): "The Fireman's Doctor," Dr. Harry Archer, P.
#8 (1947): "Angel of Mercy: Sister Kenny," P., also
Dr. Patricia O'Connor, zoo vet.
#11(1947): Marie Curie biog., P.

Madame Curie, Academic Industries, 1984, B-15, C-, PBK, P.

Marvels of Science, Charlton, 1946,#1-4,
(Heart Measuring, Quinine, Miracle Drug, etc.


Picture Parade /Picture Progress, Gilberton Co., 1953-5, P. Vol.2#3: Louis Pasteur.

Vol.2#5: Polio Pioneer.

Picture Stories from Science, E.C., 1947
Vol.1: "Bends," P.
Vol.2: Fighting Bacteria, Germs, etc., P.

Real Heroes, Parents Magazine Press, 1941-46,
#1-16, P.
#4(1942): Story of Red Cross, P.
#5(1942): Story of Sister Kenny, P.

#7(1942: Louis Pasteur, P.
#9(1943: Dr. Margaret Chong (first Asian-American woman with M.D.), P.
#15(1946): Dr. Edward Jenner (smallpox vaccina- tion), P.

#9(1943: Labrador Doctor Wilfred Grenfell, P.

#11(1943): Conquest of Diphtheria, P.
#12(1943: Famine Fighter Dr. Jos. Goldberger (vs. Pellagra), P.
#13(1943: Fever Fighter Dr. Theo. Goldsmith (vs. Ticks), P.
#14(1943: Conquest of Malaria, P.
#15(1944): Dr. Edward Jenner, Plague Fighter, P.
#17(1944): Story of Medicine, P.
#18(1944): Walt Whitman as a nurse, P.

#30(1946): Steven Smith for public health laws, P.
#32(1946): Dr. Gordon Seagrave, Burma Doctor, P.
#33(1946): Surgeon Ambroise Pare (1500's), P.

Science Comics, Export Publ., 1951, P. (Medicine examines poss. of "Man on the Moon.

Science Comics, Humor Publ., 1946,
#1-5, P. (Blood plasma, Yellow Fever, etc.

Telling Tommy... About Famous Inventors, Cupples & Leon Co., 1942, H, P.
(Stethoscope, bronchoscope, stethoscope, etc.

Trail Blazers, Street and Smith, 1941-2,
#1-4, S. #4(1942: Louis Pasteur biog., S.

Treasure Chest of Fun & Fact, Geo. A. Pflaum Publ.,
Vol. 23#16(1968), Yellow Jack: Dr. Walter Reed, S. Vol. 24#10(1971), Louis Pasteur, S.
**True Comics**, Parents Institute, 1941-50, #1-84, P: all issues,
#1(1941): Yellow Fever human experiments.
#2(1941): Story of the Red Cross.
#3(1941): Death Fighter Dr. Robert Koch (anthrax, cholera).
#15(1942): Beri-beri caused by vitamin lack.
#16(1942): Chemist Robert Williams uses Vitamin B-1 vs. beri-beri.
#19(1942): Dr. Edward Trudeau cures TB.
#21(1943): Dr. Samuel Mudd treats assassin John Booth, cares for victims in prison epidemic.
#25,26(1943): Dr. Wm. Mayo and Mayo Clinic
#30(1943): Dr. Norman Bethune, Canadian bringing blood plasma to battlefields in Spain and China.

**610-Medicine(cont.)**
#31(1944): Dr. Mary Walker in Civil War.
#32(1944): The Fight vs. Infantile Paralysis
#33(1944): The Common Cold.
#33(1944): Janitor Jim Bray becomes medic, saves lives in New Guinea.
#34(1944): Dr. Gordon Seagrave (Burma).
#34(1944): Biog. of Clara Barton, Red Cross.
#41(1944): "Penicillin."
#59(1947): Chinese medicine.

**Wonder Woman,** W.W. Comics, 1942-86, S.

#1(1942): Florence Nightingale biog.
#2(1942): Clara Barton biog.
#3(1943): British nurse Edith Cavell.
#8(1944): Sister Elizabeth Kenny biog.
#16(1946): Marie Curie biog.
#19(1946): Elizabeth Blackwell, first woman MD in U.S.

**World Around Us, The**, Gilberton Co., 1958-61, P.
#18(1960): Great Scientists.
700– The Arts
The 700 Series includes a wide variety of pursuits including architecture, sculpture, graphic arts, painting, photography, equestrian sports, recreation, hobbies and the performing arts– dance drama, magic presentations, film, radio and TV, etc. It also includes music which is a rich category listed separately following this section and athletics which are so numerous as to require their own cataloguing in the future. Most of the sports comics published are in the Davidson Collection.

Annette’s Life Story, Dell #1100, 1960, P. (ex-Mouseketeer Funicello.)


David Ladd’s Life Story, Dell, 1962, P. (Alan Ladd’s teen-age son.)

Deadly Hands of Kung Fu, The, Marvel, 1974, Cr, P. Bruce Lee biog.


Hollywood Diary, Quality Comics, #1-5, 1949-50, S. Film stars.

Hollywood Film Stories, Feature Publs., 1950, P. #1-4: famous stars’ backgrounds.

Hollywood Secrets, Quality Comics, #1-6, 1949-50, S. Film stars.

Houdini, Academic Industries, 1984, C-, PBK, P.

It Really Happened, W.H. Wise, 1944-47, #1-11, P. Many issues have “Hobby Corner,” #6: Biog. Ernie Pyle; #8: Man of War; Roy Rogers, film cowboy; Autographs as a hobby; Photographer

James H. Hare biog; #9: George Eastman, Kodak inventor; Frank Buck, #10: John W. Hyatt, billiard ball inventor.


Movie Comics, Fiction House, 1946-7, #1-4, P. Famous stars’ lives.


National Velvet, Dell #1195, P. Horse racing film.

Personal Love, Famous Funnies Publ., 1950-55, #1-33, most S, #32 (Frazetta) P. Stars paired up romantically.

Pictorial Love Stories, Charlton, S. 1950, #25, Fred Astaire.


Picture Progress, Gilberton Co., Vol. 2 #7, 1955, P. Life in the Circus.

Real Heroes, Parents Magazine Press, 1941-46, #1-16, P. #1: George Hicks, radio announcer; #2: Man Behind the Newsreel; Also Charles Blondin Defying Death Over Niagara; #3: Eddie Fox, Theatre Hero; #14: Newsreel Woman H.F. Wong; #16: Ernie Pyle, WW II columnist.

Spies, Spoofs & Super Guys, Dell, 1966, C+, (magazine size); P. (Photos, stories re: Adam West (Batman), etc.

Stamps Comics/Thrilling Adventures in Stamps, Youthful Magazines, #1-8, 1951-53, P, all issues but #8. #1: (1951)
George Rogers Clark, Pony Express, also African, Greek, Hungarian stamps; #2: 1936 German Olympics stamp; also Haitian, Malay "Tiger" and first air mail over the Atlantic; #3: Iwo Jima Commemorative, Boy Scouts, U.S. Coast Guard, Lake Placid Olympics. 1933 German stamp: Siegfried & the Dragon; #4(1952), Old Ironsides, Volunteer Firemen, Girl Scouts, Maidenek Concentration Camp, Hitler stamp, story; #5: Hindenburg Dirigible, French patriot, Panama Canal, Corregidor Commemorative, 1948 Flight by Fire

more

700–The Arts, cont.
(Rockets), Belgium's Charlemagne; #6: U.S. Immortal Chaplains, Admiral Byrd & South Pole, Fulton's Steamboat, the Alamo; #7: Canadian Mounties, U.S. Army in Paris, Swiss William Tell, Francis Scott Key, Joan of Arc.


True Comics, Parents Magazine Press, 1941-50, #1-84, P. #1, Lowell Thomas' greatest adventure; #2, Eric Severeid; #4, Sailing ships; #5, Story of the circus; #6, Annie Oakley, sharpshooter; Test Pilot Lloyd Child; #7- on, True's movie guide; #8, Motor-cycle record; #10, Sabu, actor; #11, Teddy Roosevelt & the lion; #12, Animal tricks, Richard Harding Davis, Houdini, Master of magic (also in #58); #13, Story of glass, The real Robinson Crusoe, First woman test pilot; #14, Ship models you can make, Rodeo Champ Guy Shultz, Michelangelo, Charlie McCarthy; #15, Madame Tussaud's wax works; #16, Hobby Lobby on radio; #17, Blind musician Abe Templeton, Story of Bread; #18, Eton, Story of playing cards, Jumbo the Elephant; #19, Capture of the Quetzal bird, Story of Codes (also #20, 21 and 23); #20, Two girls buy, run newspaper; #21, Jalopy jockeys; #22, West Point vs. Annapolis mascots; #23, Story of steel; #26, True stories about Stamps (also in #27, 29, 31); #27, Photo Joe in the Air; #29, Clowns: The Joe Jacksons; #31, Art of Camouflage (also in #45); #35, Mark Twain, #36, History of Strong Men, Pilot Harriet Quimby; #37, Photographer Therese Bonney; #40, Sydney Franklin, bullfighter (also in #83); #41, Ski patrol; #44, Magician Arnold Furst; #44, Great Hoaxes (also in #49,55,64); #46, Chehalis, magnificent runt (trotter) (also in #83); #48, Baldy, sled dog; #50, Ten Goal Tommy Hitchcock (polo); #51, Frank Buck; #52, Twenty years of sound (movies), Gar Wood (speedboat king), Amelia Earhart (aviator); #54, Beryl Markham, aviator; #55, Gallant steeds; #56, Circus family, Ice queen Gretchen Merrill; #57, Mallory's climb up Everest; #59, Bob Hope; #60, World's funniest clowns, Wilbur Shaw, auto racer; #62, Kilroy was here; #64, Benvenuto Cellini, sculptor; #66, Will Rogers, cowboy comedian; #68, Sportswriter Paul Gallico; #69, Comedian Jack Benny, Miguel Cervantes; #70, Johnny Weissmuller, Sonja Henie; #74, Amos & Andy; #75, Reporter Floyd Gibbons; #78, Master rogue Alessandro Cagliostro, Anna Carroll, military strategist; #82, Truth about cattle rustling.

True Comics and Adventure Stories, Parents Magazine Institute, 1965, P. #1, (Mostly reprints) Great Houdini, Charles...
Blondin defying death over Niagara,
Stirling Moss, auto racer.

World Around Us, The, Gilberton Co.,
1958-61. P.#8 (1958), Horses; #22
(1960), Boating; # 25, (1960), Magic; #31
(1961), Hunting; #33 (1961), Famous
Teens– John Singleton Copley, artist;
Pliny the Younger, orator; Margot
Fonteyn, ballerina; #34 (1961), Fishing.
780– Music

Babes in Toyland, Dell#1282, P. Based on Disney musical film.

Beach Blanket Bingo, Dell Movie Classics, 1965, P. (American Int'l. musical film.)

Beatles, The, Academic Industries, 1984, C-, PBK, P.

Beatles, Dell, #1, 1964, P.

Beatles (George Harrison), Personality Comics, 1992, P.

Beatles Story, The, Marvel Super Special#4, 1978, C+, P.

Brenda Lee's Life Story, Dell, 1962, P.

Camille, Picture Story Studios, 1963, C+, P. Photo story same as Verdi's "La Traviata."

Circus Boy, Dell #759, 1956; #785, 1957; #813, 1957, S. Mickey Dolenz of Monkees.

Elvis Presley, Academic Industries, 1984, C-, PBK, P.

Fantasia 50th Anniv. (Mickey Mouse Adv.#9), 1991, P. (Sorcerer's Apprentice sequence from Fantasia animated cartoon.)

Go-Go, Charlton, 1966-67, #1-9, (#1-8: P., rest: S) (Teen "in" comic.)


Juke Box Comics, Famous Funnies Publs., 1948-49, #1-6, (#1 and #5: P.) rest: S.

Kiss, Marvel Comics Super Special #1, 1977, C+ (mag size), P. (Printing ink contains "real Kiss blood"). #5, contains foldout poster, P.

La Gloria de Beethoven, Vidas Ilustres #85, 1963, P. (Printed in Mexico in Spanish.)

Legend of Lobo, The, Gold Key, 1962, P. (Disney Movie set to song "Legend of Lobo").

Lennon Sisters, The, Dell#1014, 1959, P.

Mary Poppins, Gold Key#10136, 1964, P. (Based on Disney musical movie.)

Mary Poppins, Gold Key#30023, 1964, P. (Some new artwork, heavy cover.)


Music Comics, Personality Comics, 1992, (Red Hot Chili Peppers), P. (Others in the series include: Elvis, Madonna, John Lennon, Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, Led Zeppelin, Kiss, Pink Floyd, Rolling Stones. Personality Comics Celebrity Series include Madonna, Beatles, Rolling Stones, Guns 'n Roses, Metallica, Kiss. Other series include athletes, actors, TV personalities and Star Trek actors. Most contain illustrations and text with some cartoons in comic book format.)


Pat Boone, D.C. Comics, 1959-60, #1-4, #1,3, P.

Phantom of the Opera, Innovation, 1991, P. (Billed as "Illustrated Fantasy"). Painted illos.

Picture News, #1-10, Lafayette Street Corp, 1946-7, P (all but #10). #1, Hoagy Carmichael and His Songs; #2, Battle of the Juke Boxes, (Como vs Sinatra); #3, Benny Goodman; #4, The Flying Baritone Bob Crawford; #6, E.B. Marks, Gay 90's Song Pluggers; #7, Sigmund Romberg; #9, Guy Lombardo.

Picture Progress, Star Spangled Banner, Vol.2 #4, Star Spangled Banner, Gilberton Co., 1953, P.

#15: Fritz Kreisler, Violinist.

Ring of the Nibelung, The, D.C., 1989-90, #1-4, P. Adapts original classic.


Saturday Night Fever, FLIKS Publ., 1977, C-,PBK, photo comics, P.

1776, Charlton, 1973, P. (Based on film which was based on Broadway musical stage play.)


more


True Comics, Parents Mag. Press, #1-84, 1941-50, P.
#10, The National Anthem; #29, Beethoven;
#42, Toscanini; #44: Surprise! Symphony–Hayden;
#46, Gershwin; #48; Paul Robeson; #49; Franz Hayden– Farewell Symphony; #54, Tchaikovsky;
#60, Yascha Heifetz; #64: Frank 'Sugar Chile' Robinson, piano;
#65: Musician Fools the Nazis.; #74; Tommy Dorsey biog.

World Around Us, The, Gilberton Co., 1961, #33 Famous Teens, P. The Boy Mozart. Also brief resumes

of Franz Schubert, Sarah Bernhardt, Ernestine Heink, Gian-Carlo Menotti, Yehudi Menuhin, Margot Fonteyn.


Wrinkle Wrangle, Dell#821, 1957, P. "A song broken by the sharp crack of gunfire."

Yellow Submarine, The, Gold Key, 1969, P. Beatles in animated cartoon musical.
811– Poetry

Classics Illustrated, Gilberton Co., 1941-71.  #57, The Song of Hiawatha (Longfellow), P.; #68, Julius Caesar, P. (Shakespeare); #77, The Iliad (Homer), P.; #81, The Odyssey (Homer), P.; #87, A Midsummer Night's Dream (Shakespeare), P.; #92: The Courtship of Miles Standish (Longfellow), P.; #99, Hamlet (Shakespeare), P.; #128: The Courtship of Miles Standish (Longfellow), P.; #134: Romeo & Juliet (Shakespeare), P.


Dennis the Menace, Fawcett, 1970, #83 "Mama Goose" humor and rhymes, P.

Easter with Mother Goose, Dell#103, 1941, P; #140, 1947, S; #220, P. Walt Kelly art for rhymes.


First Comics “Graphic Novel,” First Comics, 1984, P. #1, Beowulf (Old English epic).

Hamlet, Famous Authors Illus. #8, Seaboard Pubbl., 1950, P.


Macbeth, Famous Authors Illus. #6, Seaboard Pubbl., 1950, P.


Macbeth, Puffin Graphic Novels, Penguin Group, 2005, C-. P. Byron Cover adapted Shakespeare’s language.

Mother Goose & Nursery Rhyme Comics, Dell#41 (1944), P; #59 (1944), P; #68, (1945), S.

Othello, Oval Projects Ltd. (England) & Workman Publ., 1983, P. "Completely unabridged." No credit given to writer who nicely adapted Shakespeare’s language to go with stylized drawings.


Poetry Comics, Simon & Schuster, 1982, HC, C+, P. Artist Dave Morice uses wide variety of styles to interpret five dozen poems from Tennyson to the reader’s own “Social Security Number” poem.


Romeo & Juliet, Famous Authors Illus.#10, Seaboard, 1950, P.

Pocket Classics, Academic Industries, 1984, C-, P. (All PBKs): C-54, The Iliad; C-57, The Odyssey (both by Homer); S-1-12 Shakespeare in this sequence: As You Like It, Hamlet, Julius Caesar, King Lear, Macbeth, Merchant of Venice, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Othello, Romeo & Juliet, Taming of the Shrew, The Tempest, Twelfth Night.

True Comics, Parents Magazine Press, 1944-47, P. #37, (1944), P. The origin of Nursery Rhymes; #58, (1947), P. Charles Perrault pens Mother Goose, etc.

Walt Disney’s The Truth About Mother Goose, Dell #862, 1957, P.
900– Current Events

Calling All Boys, Parents Magazine Institute, 1946-48, #1-17, S. Most issue have stories re: Hollywood male actors, G-man Hoover, etc.

Calling All Girls, Parents Magazine Institute, 1941-45, #1-43. Most issues have stories re: Hollywood female stars. Continues as photo mag after #43.

In the Shadow of No Towers, Pantheon, Sept. 2004, C+, P. Art Spiegelman returned to comics to make this anguished statement.

It Really Happened, Wm. H. Wise/Visual Editions, #1-11, P. Most issues have recent war exploits. E.g.: #4 with 1944 date has D-Day Demons story; D-Day was June 6,1944. Publ. date was probably 1945.

Movie Comics: Many issues were released simultaneously with Hollywood films, as current as any publ. can be. Check following titles: Dell/Gold Key movie classics, Fawcett Movie Comics, Film Stars Romances, Hollywood Film Stars, Hollywood Romances, Motion Picture Comics, Movie Love, Walt Disney's Movie Classics, Walt Disney's Showcase.


9/11 Artists Respond, Dark Horse Comics, 2002, S.

9/11 Emergency Relief, Alternative Comics, 2002, S. Eisner, Pekar, etc.


Picture News, (“First News Comic”), Lafayette Street Corp., 1946-47, #1-10, P (All but #10). #1-6, Milt Gross comments on news; #1, Atom Bomb, Barbara Hutton, 60,000,000 Jobs by Henry Wallace; #2, Train Robber Tells All, Girl Boxing Expert;#3, Atom Power, Gen’l. Geo. Marshall; #4, Inflation (Chester Bowles, O.P.A.); #5, G.I. Babies, F.D.R.’s Courage is Inspirational, Veterans’ Problems; #6, Prediction: Why Joe Louis will beat Billy Conn; #7, Princess Elizabeth, Fight vs. Cancer; #8, Hitler’s Vicious Ideas; #9, Bikini Bomb.

Picture Parade/Picture Progress, Gilberton Co., 1953, P. #1, Andy’s Atomic Adventures; #5, News in Review, 1953; Vol. 2 #5, News in Review, 1954.

Real Fact Comics, National Periodical Publs.,1946-49, S. #1-21, Occasional fact-based “current” stories, e.g., #9 (1947), Glenn Miller.

Real Heroes Comics, Parents Magazine Institute, 1941-46, P. #1-16. Occasional fact-based “current” stories, e.g., #2 (1941), active newsreel cameraman Norman Alley, also “First Ace of World War No. 2, Edgar “Cobber” Kain. (1941 issue has bio of air hero who died in June 1940 crash.) Vol. 1 #5, News in Review; Vol.2 #5, News in Review.


True Comics, Parents’ Magazine Press, 1941-50, P. #7, 1941 Football Aces to Watch; #9, current Movie Guide; #16 (1942), Status of War in Netherland East Indies; #17 (Oct. 1942), Distinguished Service Cross presented April 28, 1942; #18, Breaking of Belize Spy Ring earlier in 1942, Doughboys Holiday; Young Readers’ Poll on War, pilot training, etc.

#19, The Yanks are Coming (future tense); coaches, athletes in service; #19 (and other issues– “Buy Bonds– You Can be a Hero, Too,” Heroism of Russians vs.
Nazis; #21, The Lady Engineer (in Britain); #23, Eisenhower’s Winter Underwear Fools the Nazis; #26 (Aug. 1943), Resources Board plan (announced in March); #27, (Sept. 1943) Story of Jan. 1943 submarine battle; #29, National War Fund story (also #37 & #45), later turned into a Special Purpose Comic; #39, Review of F.D.R.’s term in office; #40, Thomas Dewey, Repub. Candidate for President, also, Milkweed Plants for the War Effort; #44 (Summer 1945), Fork in the Road for U.N. also Paper Rationing (True issues to come every three months); #56, U.N. Ballot Box; #57 (Feb. 1947), Wonder Kid Martin Caidin predicts flying to the moon; #64, “Facts” re: new wonder insect killer, D.D.T. (“Not a more

900–Current Events, cont.
dangerous poison”); #65, Scotland Yard activities; #74, second round for Thomas Dewey, Repub. Nominee for president; #78 (1949), General Lucius Clay, Berlin Airlift.
Alexander the Great, Dell movie #688, 1956, P.

Attaturk, The Birth of a Nation, (Turkey), Revak, 1998, C+, G, (heavy covers) P. (in English)


Einstein for Beginners, PantheonBooks,1979,C-, G, S.

Fall of the Roman Empire, Gold Key, 1964, P. (movie).

Future World Comics, G.W. Dougherty, 1946, P. (What may be ahead after 1946.)

Gods of Mount Olympus, Quintessence Publs.,1964, C+, (Tabloid news size), P. #1-3. Based on Greek mythology.


Hernon Cortes and the Fall of the Aztec Empire, Rosen Publs., 2007, S. (Dan Abnett).


Kutna Hora Tales, The, Pruvodcovska, Czech., 1998, 2 issues, C+, P. “Origin of St. Barbara’s Cathedral” and “About a Miner in the Italian Court.” (in English)


Lenin for Beginners, Pantheon Books, 1978, C-, P.

Lion of Sparta, Dell movie classic, 1962, P. (vs. Persians at Thermopylae.)

Marx for Beginners, Pantheon Books, 1976, C-, G, P. (Originally publ. in Mexico as written and drawn by Rius.)

1,000,000 Years Ago, Archer St. John, 1953, P. Man vs. beasts. Kubert turns following issues into Tor.

Pantheon, “Documentary Comic Book Series:” most available in both H. and PBK editions: Also see “World Biography” section at end.

Picture News, Lafayette Street Corp., 1946-7, #1-10, P all but #10. Deals mostly with news of the day/year, but occasional references to more important events, e.g. Princess Elizabeth, Britain’s next queen.


Picture Stories from World History, E.C. Comics, 1947, P. #1, Ancient World to the Fall of Rome; #2, Europe’s Struggle for Civilization.

Prehistoric World, Classics Illus. Special #167A, P.

Story of Jamaica, The, Pioneer Press, 1989 but no date given; P. Includes history of Jamaica 1494-1962 (Independence from Britain.)

Story of Mankind, The, Dell movie #851, 1958, P. Based on Warner Bros. movie which was based on Henrik Willem van
Loon’s book of the same name. Covers from cave men to atom bomb.

**Story of Prehistoric & Roman Britain,** “Told in Pictures,” Sankey, Hudson & Co., Manchester, England, no date shown but was in the mid-1930’s, P. Author: C.W. Aime.

**Story of Saxon and Norman Britain,** P. Next volume in series, all info same as above.

**Story of Medieval Britain.** P. Ditto all info.

**Story of Tudor and Stuart Britain,** S. ditto all info.

**Story of Hanoverian and Modern Britain,** S. ditto all info.

**Our Empire’s Story Told in Pictures,** S. Many re-printings of all books in series, including Print on Demand (electronically).

---

**909– World History, cont**


**True Comics,** Parents’ Mag. Press, 1941-50, P. #1, First attempt to sail N. of Russia to China; #2, Waterloo; #11, Wolfe and Montcalm (Canada); #23, Great Britain’s flag; #30, Scapegoats in History; #32, How Canada got its name; #40, Frontier wife in Western Canada; #41-49, History of England; #47, Atom Bomb hits Japan; #60, R’oman gladiators; #62, Nero and Rome; #70, Excavating the labyrinth of King Minos; #72, Fire Fighters through the Centuries.

**Vikings, The,** Dell movie #910, 1958, P.

**World Around Us, The,** Gilberton Corp., 1958-61, P. #14, French Revolution; #16,
Geography & Travel

Classics Illus., Gilberton Co., 1946, P. #27, Adventures of Marco Polo.


Dennis the Menace, Fawcett Giant, 1962-79, P. #6, in Hawaii (1962); #8 in Mexico (1962); #15 in Washington, D.C. (1963); #33 in Calif. (1965); #60 in Hollywood (1968); #68 in Hawaii (1969); #76 in the Caribbean (1970); #88 in London (1971); #99 Fiestal (1968); #133 That’s the Spirit (1974); #143 in Ireland (1975); #155 Making Movies (1976); #161 Adventure at Ft. Sutter (1979); #167 Air & Space/Smithsonian (1977); #181 in San Diego (1978); #184 Visits the UN (1979).


Dennis the Menace, Fawcett Giant, 1962-79, P. #6, in Hawaii (1962); #8 in Mexico (1962); #15 in Washington, D.C. (1963); #33 in Calif. (1965); #60 in Hollywood (1968); #68 in Hawaii (1969); #76 in the Caribbean (1970); #88 in London (1971); #99 Fiestal (1968); #133 That’s the Spirit (1974); #143 in Ireland (1975); #155 Making Movies (1976); #161 Adventure at Ft. Sutter (1979); #167 Air & Space/Smithsonian (1977); #181 in San Diego (1978); #184 Visits the UN (1979).

Dennis the Menace, Fawcett Giant, 1962-79, P. #6, in Hawaii (1962); #8 in Mexico (1962); #15 in Washington, D.C. (1963); #33 in Calif. (1965); #60 in Hollywood (1968); #68 in Hawaii (1969); #76 in the Caribbean (1970); #88 in London (1971); #99 Fiestal (1968); #133 That’s the Spirit (1974); #143 in Ireland (1975); #155 Making Movies (1976); #161 Adventure at Ft. Sutter (1979); #167 Air & Space/Smithsonian (1977); #181 in San Diego (1978); #184 Visits the UN (1979).

Flintstones at N.Y. World’s Fair, JW Books, 1964-65, P. (Official souvenir)


Marco Polo, Charlton, 1962, P. Based on film: insights into ancient China.

Maya, Dell movie classic, 1966, P. (Fiction but good India background.)

Mystery of Lost Arch, O.K. Comics, 1996, P. Adventures in 4-Corners Country. (Editing help provided by 4th and 5th graders in Boise, Idaho.)

Niagara Falls Mystery, Trent Publ. for Niagara Parks Commission, 1992, heavy covers, C+, P.

Spokane County…the Way it Was, Spokane Heritage Publ., 1973, heavy covers, C+, P. History-based. Selective bibliography at end.

True Comics, Parents Mag. Press, #1-84, 1941-50, P. #6, Tristan da Cunha, loneliest island, also Lost in the Atlantic; #7, Singapore; #8, Hawaii, King Kamehameha; #10, Exploring from the Air, also Iceland: Between Two Hemispheres; #11, Father Hubbard explores world's largest active volcano; #12, Wings over the Andes, also Voyage of Mystery; #13, Alaska; #14, Jungle Trail Blazer; #15, Australia, Washington D.C., Pacific Clipper flies home, Conquest by Iron Horse; #16, American Youth Hostels, also Netherland East Indies; #17, Story of the Gypsies, Mexico; #20, India; #21, Wolves eat railroad, also Britain's lady engineer; #22, Story of Brazil; #23, Island of St. Martin; #24, Marco Polo; #25, Mounties of Canada; #29, Peru; #30, Venezuela; #31, Bolivia; #32, Chile; #33, Uruguay; #34, Paraguay; #35, Colombia; #36, Ecuador; #37, Builders of the Alaska Highway; #40, Railroads on the March; #50, Cocos Island buried treasure; #52, How Denver got its name; #53, glass auto of the future; #54, Boston, Mass., also Wind Wagons in the west; #55, Kansas City; #56, How Yosemite got its name, also New Orleans, How California got its name; #57, Chicago; #58, Seattle, also First round-the-world flight; #59, Charting the ocean, also Charleston; #60, Los Angeles; #61-2, New York City; #61, Salt Lake City; #65, How Chicago got its name, also Amundsen sails north of Canada to Pacific; #80, The founding of Greensburg, KS; #81, Sir John Franklin & the Northwest Passage.

Picture Parade, Gilberton Co., 1953, S., #2, Around the world with the U.N.


Your United States, Llyoyd Jacquet Studios, 1946, P. Alaska, Hawaii included as territories, 1 page for each state.
A Fractured History of the Discovery of America, Dell, 1992, G, P. Eric Lurio disproves a lot of what we know about Columbus’ voyage. Bibliography at end separates “good” from “bad” historians!

America in Action, Mayflower House Publ., 1945, P. Sponsored by Dramatists Guild of America; based on a play by Stanley Young. Also Dell printings.


American Graphics, Henry Stewart, #2, 1957, “Victory at Niagara” and “Laura Secord, Heroine of War of 1812.”


Bill of Rights, Boy Scouts of America, (reprinted from Boys Life Magazine), no date given, C+, P. Each of the 10 Articles discussed.

Blue Phantom, The, Dell, 1962, P. Civil War returnees find hate.


Christopher Columbus & the Voyage of 1492, Rosen Publ., 2007, S.


Custer’s Last Fight, Avon Periodicals, 1950, P.

Dick’s Adventures, Dell #245, 1949, P. (Rev. War).

Famous Indian Tribes, Dell, 1962, P.

First Americans, The, Dell #843, 1957, P.


Gettysburg Sketches, Frederic Ray, Times & News, Gettysburg, C+, heavier covers, no date given, P.


How the West Was Won, Gold Key/K.K.K., 1963, P. Based on MGM film.

It Really Happened, Visual Editions, #9, Story of Old Ironsides, 1947, P; #10, Lady of Liberty (story of the Statue of Liberty), P.

Jerry Drummer, Charlton Comics, 1956, P. (Rev. War).


Old Ironsides, Dell #874, 1957, P. Based on Walt Disney movie.
Paul Revere's Ride, Dell #822, 1957, P. Based on Disney film.
Picture Stories from American History, E.C. Comics, 1945, P. #1, Period of Discovery & Exploration; #2, Period of Colonization & Independence; #3, Founding & Growth of Our Nation; #4, Period of Internal Struggle, Reconstruction & Expansion.

973–U.S. History, cont.
Pioneer Stories for Boys, Cupples & Leon, 1934, H, P. One-volume compendium of four previous books: Daniel Boone, Kit Carson, Davy Crockett and Buffalo Bill.
Real Heroes, Parents' Mag. Press, 1941-46, P. #1-16, Molly Pitcher (Rev. War), Jane Addams (founder, Settlement House); #2, Nathan Hale, Texas Independence; #3, John Paul Jones, USN; #5, Virginia Revoit, 1676 (Nathaniel Bacon); #6, Custer's Last Stand; #8, Peter Francisco, One Man Army (Rev. War); #10, Old Glory's First Battle; #11, Kit Carson.
Red Arrow, Indian Boy of Mesa Verde, Rhea Litho, 1952, P.
Tales of the Pony Express, Dell #829, 1957, P.
True Comics, Parents' Institute/Parents' Mag. Press, 1941-50, P. #1, George Rogers Clark; #2, Zebulon Pike; #3, Battle for Lake Erie; #4, Old Glory; #5, Drake's Folly (first oil well), Washington Crosses the Delaware; #6, Capture of Aguinaldo (Philippine Rebellion); #7, Wilderness Adventures of George Washington, Abe Lincoln & the Sleepy Sentry; #8, Washington's Only Defeat; #9, George Washington's Advice; #10, G.W. & the French & Indian War; #11, William Dawes' Ride; #14, Charter Oak (Conn.); #15, History of West Point; #16, The Lost Colony (N. Carolina); #18, History of America; #21, Dr. Mudd treats Lincoln's assassin, also A Submarine in 1776; #28, The Original Uncle Sam; #32, Mary Pickersgill & Our Flag; #33, Henry Elverton, Spy (Rev. War); #38, U.S.' First Iron Ship (USS Michigan); #39, FDR's Record in Office ("Non-Partisan appraisal"); #48, Pirate Lafitte Helps U.S.; #49, Beards in U.S. History; #50, How Texas Got Its Name; #51, How Pennsylvania Got Its Name; #62, Sutter's Gold; #64, The Post Office System; #65, American Industry: Automobiles; #66, Paper & Pulp; #67, Railroads; #68, Rubber Tires, etc.; #69, Aviation; #70, Radio; #71, Motion Pictures; #73, Cotton Textiles; #74, U.S. Treasury; #75, U.S. State Dep't. & #75, American Electric Power; #76, U.S. Dep't. of Defense; #79, Black Magic: Coal Mining.
Westward Ho the Wagons, Dell #738, 1956, P. Based on Disney film.
**Your United States**, Jacquet, 1946, P. A few facts about each state as it was in 1946.

**Western Comics**: Thousands of western comic books have been published with entertainment rather than education in mind. Still, the better writers and artists manage to convey a sense of place and of history. Many of these will appear in our planned Literature sequel to this list (Zane Grey, Luke Short, Max Brand and Ernest Haycox novels among others). The also-rans are plentiful, easy to obtain and generally inexpensive.
World Biography

Adventures of Cellini, Classics Illus.#38, Gilberton Corp., 1947, P.

Eichmann, Biografias Selectas, Mexico (in Spanish), 1961, P. (Hitler’s henchman’s biography is one of many in this series.)

El Cid, Dell#1259, P. Based on Charlton Heston movie about the legendary Spanish hero.

Conqueror, The, (Genghis Khan), Dell#690, 1956, P. Based on John Wayne movie.

It Really Happened, W.H. Wise Co./Visual Editions, 1944-47, P. #1, Jan Christian Smutz, Bernard O’Higgins, Manuel L. Quezon (Philippines); #2, Mungo Park, African Pioneer; #3, Theodoria the Great, Cabeza de Vaca; #4, Dr. David Livingstone, Sir Martin Frobisher; #6, Joan of Arc; #7, Sir Walter Raleigh; #8, Manuel Comacho; #9, Captain Kidd; #10, Sir Richard Burton, General Nathaniel Greene. Joan of Arc., Magazine Enterprises, A-1 No. 21, 1949, P. Based on Ingrid Bergman film.

Joan of Arc, Classic Illus.#78, Gilberton Co., 1950, P.

King Richard & the Crusaders, Dell movie #588, 1954, P.

Pancho Villa, Avon Periodicals, 1950, P.

Pantheon Books, Documentary Comic-book Series, 1980. Einstein for Beginners, S; Freud for Beginners, P; Lenin for Beginners, S; Marx for Beginners, P; Trotsky for Beginners, P.

Picture News, Lafayette Street Corp., 1946, #7, Princess Elizabeth, Britain’s next queen, P.

Pocket Classics Biographies, Academic Industries, 1984; B8, The Beatles, P; B15, Madame Curie, P; B16, Albert Einstein, S; B20, Pele, P.

Real Heroes, Parents Magazine Press, 1941-46, P. #1, Robert LaSalle; #2, Count Casimir Pulaski; #3, Toussaint Louverture (Haiti); #4, Winston Churchill, Chiang Kai-Shek; #5, Sister Kenny; #7, Claire Chennault & the Flying Tigers; #8, Lord Louis Mountbatten, head of Britain’s Commandoes; #15, Alexander Mackenzie, wilderness explorer, violinist Fritz Kreisler; #16, Nikola Tesla, electricity wizard.


Sir Walter Raleigh, Dell movie #644, 1955, P. Based on film, “The Virgin Queen.”

Spartacus, Dell #1139, 1960, P. Based on Kirk Douglas movie.


True Comics, Parents Institute, 1941-50, P. #1, Winston Churchill, Simon Bolivar; #2, Samuel Champlain, Father of Canada, Thaddeus Kosciuszko, Polish patriot; #3-4, Chiang Kai-Shek, Chinese “hero”; #4, Alexander Mackenzie, Builder of Canada; #7, Genghis Khan, British Lord Beaverbrook; #8, Charles DeGaulle; #9, The Count of Frontenac (Canada), Zapata (Mexico); #14, Queen of the Arabs, Lady Stanhope; #12, William Wallace of Scotland; #17, Ma Ma Mosque, Chinese Geurilla, Father
Lacombe builds Canadian-Pacific RR; #18, Lord Selkirk, Western Canada; #28, Vasco Balboa, explorer; #29, Canadian Dr. Norman Bethune; #35, Garibaldi of Italy; #36, Rio Flyer Anesia Machado (Brazil); #40, Tito of Yugoslavia; #41, Trygve Lie, U.N.; #56, Georges Bidault (France); #58, Leonardo Da Vinci; #67, Miguel Alemon, (Mexico); also France’s First Detective, Eugene F. Vidocq; #82, Genghis Khan.